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The Chronology of the Articles of The Middle Tang Dynasty 
II 
Abstract 
The educational circles studies to the article of the Tang Dynasty to pay attention 
to some one literary style or individual writer morely currently, on the perhaps 
important literature affairs.Regardless local still abroad, so far, The chronologize to 
the article of the Tang Dynasty haven't yet be subjected to correspond of value, also 
didn't real launch.This thesis namely with the middle Tang each style articles of the 
period for research object-article's form include two greatest categories,such as 
parallel prose and prose. Dividing to then from the form have prose poem,the letter, 
inscription, memorial to the throne,preface, pragmatic sanction,the classics to 
Buddhism and Taoism etc.,and it may be said various styles all has-to 
arrange,study,compare and induce,reason logically hard.The adoption test according 
to of research method, take into the history ages background,cultural atmosphere,the 
literature person activity and its relation, to chronologe and arrange overall. 
Thesis from introductory chapter and text two parts constitute.The introductory 
chapter said an each period article in Tang Dynasty to develop all of condition mainly 
is an early and prosperous Tang's cushion function to the middle Tang;The present 
condition and shortage of the educational circles Tang Dynasty article research, 
elaborate the research meaning and foreground of this topic;End is the chronological 
work choose of the way principle of the basis and principle,year of plait and current 
news,art,the cultural policy etc. the plait go into of the purpose and the principle. That 
is ordered lengthwise on a timeline by year ranging from the first year of Baoying of 
the reign of Emperor Tang Su-Zong(762) to the second year of Baoli of the reign of 
Emperor Tang Jing-Zong(826), to proofread , explain and sort the middle Tang's 
article.The in the interval work involves the historiography, literature, philosophy, 
culture, art, religion,natural science...etc. each academics realm, wishing to return 
writer is go to the middle Tang's articles a clearer and objective original. 
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千卷，存文 20025 篇，作者 3035 人，除首列帝王外，臣工均以时代前后为序。
《全唐文》不注所出，漏收重收、录文缺误、事迹出入等问题所在多见。清末吴
兴藏书家陆心源编成《唐文拾遗》72 卷、《唐文续拾》16 卷，共补录 3000 多篇。
《全唐文》现代通行本有中华书局 1983 年版、上海古籍 1990 年版《全唐文》，
附《唐文拾遗》、《唐文续拾》、《读全唐文札记》。 
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